
APPENDIX A



- Surfacing: Properly surfaced with a bound material for a minimum distance of 5
metres

- Drainage - Ditch: Ditch beneath the proposed access shall be piped or bridged in
accordance with details submitted

Summary of highway related objection comments received since consultation on updated plans
(plans received 29 Nov 2023) together with response / comment as follows:

1. No traffic surveillance for volume and speed along the B1106.
Response: The proposed access, following Suffolk County Council (SCC) consultation, as
Highway Authority, is now a standard vehicular crossover private access. As a private access,
and not a priority junction, major road vehicle flows are not a criterion used in the design.

The principal safety criteria for a private access is in the achievement of the required access
visibility splays. This is a 30mph road. In absence of speed data SCC latest guidance requires
a maximum visibility splays of 2.4 x 59m, to Manual for Streets (MfS) standards. The
proposed access achieves greater, 2.4 x 90m, which also allows for speeding up to 37mph
and applies the (higher) Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) standards.

Given the proposed access more than complies with safety criteria, there is no requirement
for traffic data evidence.

Photographs 1 & 2: Visibilty achieve looking left/right

2. Additional traffic / road safety hazard as vehicles turn onto / off the B1106, in an area of
already heightened risk, owing to the bend to the west, humped-bridge to the east, existing
domestic access routes to the north and prevalence of speeding vehicles.
Response: Crashmap UK: Extract Figure 1: No evidence of reported road injury accidents in
past 24 years. No evidence there is an underlying road safety issue on this road.

Cont:-



Figure 1: Source: Crashmap UK. No records personal injury accidents, past 24 years

3. Inappropriate for vehicles to swing over other side to gain access (7400-AR01-REV B).
Tankers, lorries and double decker buses are frequent users of B1106.
Response: The applicant submitted tracking diagrams taken from another CAD file. The
design-vehicle used in the submitted drawing was the smallest rigid-based lorry in the CAD
library and thus is very much a worst-case scenario.
In practice, the vehicles that would be using this access will be tractors and lawnmowers
(which are not available in the CAD vehicle tracking library) and will be unlikely to need
traverse the road centreline to complete the turn in/out.

4. We require advice on type of vehicles entering golf course.
Response: Generally tractors and lawnmowers.

5. No pinch points are evident 7400-AR01 REV D
Response: There are a number of traffic calming features along this road corridor to keep the
speeds appropriate for the 30mph limit. Refer to Photographs 3 and 4 below. Photograph 3
identifies a slight narrowing pinch-point, located west of the proposed access location. This
reduces the road width locally from 6.0m, to approx.. 5.5m. This does not affect the proposed
access.

Photographs 3 & 4: Traffic calming features
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Appendix A: Site proposed layout plan


